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INTRODUCTION

In the wake of 26/11 attack in year 2008, many companies reviewed their security operations. The actions of that day made clear that security was not merely a matter of protecting employees and facilities from physical harm but a terrorist attack as such on a major business district could disrupt operations, inhibit travel, snarl supply chains, and pose major strategic issues for the conduct and even the survival of a multinational business. Corporations and businesses have learned since the 26/11 attack, that robust security practices are particularly important for their well-being.

"DESPITE RAISED EXPECTATIONS AND HEIGHTENED VISIBILITY, CORPORATE INDIA IS UNDERGOING AN EVOLUTION RATHER THAN A REVOLUTION IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SECURITY CONCERNS"

The recent devastating Paris attacks, California shootings, Dhaka Café attack and constant terror threats have once again placed security at the top of the agenda for many companies. These particularly alarming situations demonstrate the vulnerability of occupational settings to attacks. Public transportation systems—themselves being workplace for many—have been a target of international terrorism. One can imagine the devastation by disruption of systems that many rely on for commuting to and from work. As attackers will continue to focus their efforts on vulnerable targets with the greatest potential for impact, the workplace is likely to continue to be the site of future attacks.

The major goal of such attacks at a workplace is to disrupt the nation’s economy, destroy the infrastructure, and detriment the citizens and communities created by it. Thus it is essential that interventions for preparedness, response and recovery occur in occupational settings.

"HUMAN CONTINUITY IS THE CRITICAL ELEMENT OF CORPORATE CONTINUITY"

Though we may not see the future but we should be prepared for it. Workplace preparedness for disaster and terrorism is vital to protect and sustain our National security, Defence and Public health in the 21st century. Educating employees about terrorism and bioterrorism and response behaviours help individuals prepare their families, their communities and our nation. Regardless of their locations, all employees are subject to threat exposure or actual terrorist events through their own travel, travel of family members, changes in workplace environment, weapons of mass destruction or pandemic outbreak, which would affect large areas of the country. To counter the same, we require a resilient workplace and a well versed and prepared workforce.
It's a unique invitation-only event with thought provoking conference sessions, executive roundtables, and innovative networking opportunities resulting in a day of focused, structured business development and information exchange.

CSOs and Security managers these days are not only responsible for their organization’s physical security needs for digital or electronic security requirements, but also for a robust and equipped workplace and workforce. The new Security heads should be able to foresee threats and embrace appropriate security measures to contain such situations. With security and risk concerns at an all-time high, it seems there’s no stopping for the rise of those in security’s highest office.

CSOs and Security Managers are in high demand, but the ingredients that make a successful security leader must be understood.

At this conclave you’ll hear from peers who are leading the way and bringing charismatic changes to revolutionize the Security domain.

Chief Security Officer & Security Managers Summit is a Pan-India knowledge forum converging on security trends, best practices, Products and developments that will help the heads of security and the ones in the making succeed as the leading enterprise representatives in security.

The Summit will also promote exchange of ideas and establish a synergy between different stakeholders in electronic security and surveillance systems namely:

- Manufacturers (OEM’s/ODM’s)
- Channel Partners
- System Integrators
- Network Engineers
- Corporate Security End-Users

In line with the future trends of convergence and integration of Electronic Security with Building Management Systems (BMS), the event features application-based case-studies on efficient and cost-effective utilization of technology for securing infrastructure, facilities, physical assets, data, and Human lives besides improving vigilance and administrative efficiency for companies.
DON’T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE A PART OF THE SUMMIT

200 + Attendees

20 + Speakers

10 + Exhibitors

Insights from top security leaders of today

Information on the latest security innovations

Recommendations to improve security and reduce risk

Modern Approaches to Security Awareness

Interactive sessions will boost your security IQ across today’s most important topics
DELEGATE PROFILE & DESIGNATIONS

- Chief Security Officer
- Heads of Security
- Head of Corporate Security
- Head - Facility Management
- Head - Administration
- Chief of Physical Security
- Loss Prevention Manager
- Head - IT
- Chief Technology Officer
- CEO
- Security Consultant
- Security Architects
- Distributors
- Importers
- Installers
- Business Development
- System Integrators
- Public Sector
- Private Sector
- Electrical Engineers
- Architects
- System Integrators
- IP Network Engineers
- End-to-end Security solutions
- Service providers
- Director
- Marketing and Sales from Electronic Security Channel partners
- Large scale end-users of electronic security and surveillance systems

- 70% Decision Makers
- 30% Senior Influencers
BENEFITS OF SPONSORSHIP THROUGH VARIOUS OPPORTUNITIES

Exclusive Presentation Slot
Sponsors will get 15 minutes presentation slot in a session of their choice, addressing the full audience.

Keynote Panel Moderator
Sponsor will engage the audience through thoughtful questions and challenging opinions as the moderator of a panel session. This positions the Sponsor to have the ear of top practitioner leaders, voicing their concerns and ideas, as well as present their organization as a thought leader on stage in front of the full audience.

Keynote Panel Discussion
A 45 minute open and engaging panel discussion alongside other key industry leaders addressing the full audience of attendees. Panel will be moderated by event chairperson or requested end-user attendee.

One On One Business Meetings
When you register as a sponsor, you will be asked to identify the clients that you would like to meet, so we can match your company with the executives who will fit your business goals. Prior to the exchange, you will be able to assess the attendees and select the ones who match your initiatives and priorities. These private 15 to 20 minutes one-on-one meetings give you the opportunity to offer objective, flexible, and relevant strategies for continued success.

Exclusive Workshop
Sponsor will lead an interactive, 45 minute session to a select group of delegates (up to 15) from the Exchange in a private conference room. Designed around a topic selected by sponsor, which lends itself to the current challenges our delegates are facing and the services that sponsor offers.
GLIMPSE OF ISC 2015

PAST SPONSORS CCSRE EVENTS

Panasonic  Business Partner  IBM  KASPERSKY  Honeywell
SAFRAN  WINMADEC  DATA SECURITY  DARKTRACE  CISCO
SANS  AGMATEL  PARTNERED MINIMIZATION  AUTO SYSTEMS  COM-SUR
CYBERBIT  HID  esri India  GSDMA  KEYSIGHT TECHNOLOGIES
northgate  RICOH  photonics  SOPHOS  tyco
nexus  Lipi Data Systems Ltd  MitKat  reveal  pwc
ATTENDEE PROFILE

- **GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVES (MINISTRIES, POLICE AND PARAMILITARY ORGANISATIONS AND OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES) - 25%**
- **SECURITY SOLUTION PROVIDERS - 20%**
- **SECURITY HEADS OF PRIVATE ORGANISATIONS - 40%**
- **OTHERS - 10%**
- **CONSULTANTS - 5%**
ATTENDEE CLASSIFICATION BY DESIGNATION

MINISTRIES
- ADDITIONAL SECRETARY
- JOINT SECRETARY
- MISSION DIRECTOR
- DIRECTOR GENERAL
- DIRECTOR
- ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR
- DEPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL
- TECHNICAL DIRECTOR AND SENIOR SCIENTIST

POLICE & PARAMILITARY
- ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE (ADGP)
- INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE (IGP)
- JOINT COMMISSIONER OF POLICE (JCP)
- DEPUTY INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE (DIGP)
- ADDITIONAL COMMISSIONER OF POLICE (ADDL. CP)
- DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE (DCP)
- ADDITIONAL INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE (AIGP)
- ADDITIONAL DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF POLICE (ADCP)

INDUSTRY
- CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
- MANAGING DIRECTOR
- CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
- VICE PRESIDENT
- ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
- GENERAL MANAGER
- ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS
- CHIEF ADVISOR
- CHIEF SECURITY OFFICER
- SECURITY HEADS
- COUNTRY MANAGERS
- REGIONAL MANAGER
- SENIOR MANAGER
- SENIOR CONSULTANT
- MANAGER
FOR SPONSORSHIP AND CONFERENCE DELEGATE ENQUIRES AT THE EVENT, PLEASE CONTACT

MR ASHISH SOLANKI
+91-9990483343
ashishs@cruxcreativesolutions.com

MR GAURAV SINGH
+91-9643660764
gaurav@cruxcreativesolutions.com

FOR SPEAKING OPPORTUNITIES

MR BHARAT BHARADWAJ
+91-9871119362
bharat@cruxcreativesolutions.com

CONTACT US

205, Bestech Chambers,
Sushant Lok – 1 Gurgaon, Haryana
reachout@cruxcreativesolutions.com

www.ccsre.org
0124-4207903, 0124-4207905,
0124-4207906, 0124-4202088

www.indiasecurityconclave.com